Amendment 211
Cristian-Silviu Bușoi
on behalf of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

Report
Mohammed Chahim
Carbon border adjustment mechanism
(COM(2021)0564 – C9-0328/2021 – 2021/0214(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Article 30 – paragraph 2 c (new)

Text proposed by the Commission
Amendment

2c. By the end of the comprehensive transitional period referred to in paragraph 2b, the Commission shall submit a report to the European Parliament and to the Council containing its assessment of the full application of this Regulation. The report shall, in particular, focus on:

(a) the impact on European industry and downstream industry of sectors listed in Annex I, as well as on SMEs, and any possible additional administrative burden for SMEs;

(b) the impact of CBAM on Union trade of goods listed in Annex I and possible circumvention practices;

(c) assessing whether a change in pattern in trade in goods listed in Annex I occurred in countries exporting those goods to the Union and whether resource-shuffling takes places;

(d) assessing the impact of CBAM on emissions from sectors producing goods listed in Annex I, as relating to both emissions in the Union and emissions embedded in Union imports of those goods, as well as exports of those goods to third countries from third country installations exporting to the Union;

(e) assessing the efficacy of emission reporting in CBAM declarations,
verifications of CBAM declarations by verifiers, third country inspections, actual and default emissions data collection and use, as well as the consistency of reporting data from the same imports among different importers and Member States;

(f) the risk of carbon leakage on export markets and WTO-compatible solutions such as export adjustment mechanisms that would equalise carbon costs;

(g) assessing per sector whether a CBAM is still effective and practicable for the sector concerned, specifically for manufacturing industries facing serious difficulties.

Or. en
1.6.2022 A9-0160/212
Amendment 212
Cristian-Silviu Bușoi
on behalf of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

Report
Mohammed Chahim
Carbon border adjustment mechanism
(COM(2021)0564 – C9-0328/2021 – 2021/0214(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Article 31 – paragraph 1

Text proposed by the Commission

1. The CBAM certificates to be surrendered in accordance with Article 22 shall be adjusted to reflect the extent to which EU ETS allowances are allocated free of charge in accordance with Article 10a of Directive 2003/87/EC to installations producing, within the Union, the goods listed in Annex I.

Amendment

1. By 31 December 2026, the CBAM certificates shall be surrendered in accordance with Article 22. The Commission shall implement those measures in accordance with WTO rules.
Amendment 213
Cristian-Silviu Bușoi
on behalf of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

Report
Mohammed Chahim
Carbon border adjustment mechanism
(COM(2021)0564 – C9-0328/2021 – 2021/0214(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Article 31 – paragraph 1 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

1a. By 31 December 2027, the CBAM certificates shall also be adjusted to reflect the start of the phasing-out of free EU ETS allowances in accordance with Article 10a of Directive 2003/87/EC to installations producing, within the Union, the goods listed in Annex I to this Regulation.
Amendment 214
Cristian-Silviu Buşoi
on behalf of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

Report
Mohammed Chahim
Carbon border adjustment mechanism
(COM(2021)0564 – C9-0328/2021 – 2021/0214(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Article 31 – paragraph 1 b (new)

Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

1b. In order ensure a level playing field for Union products destined for export, in the sectors covered by the scope of Annex I to this Regulation, the Commission shall, by 31 December 2027, submit to the European Parliament and to the Council a report, if necessary accompanied by legislative measures, on the impact of Union exports of those sectors in the global markets, assessing a possible export adjustment mechanism that balances/compensates for the costs of CO₂ with the different pricing schemes of third countries, subject to WTO rules.

Or. en
Amendment 215
Cristian-Silviu Busoi
on behalf of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

Report
Mohammed Chahim
Carbon border adjustment mechanism
(COM(2021)0564 – C9-0328/2021 – 2021/0214(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Article 36 – paragraph 3 – point -a (new)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text proposed by the Commission</th>
<th>Amendment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(-a) Article 30(2a) shall apply from 1 January 2027 until 31 December 2027.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Or. en
1.6.2022

Amendment 216
Cristian-Silviu Bușoi
on behalf of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

Report
Mohammed Chahim
Carbon border adjustment mechanism
(COM(2021)0564 – C9-0328/2021 – 2021/0214(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Article 36 – paragraph 3 – point a

Text proposed by the Commission

(a) Articles 32 to 34 shall apply until 31 December 2025.

Amendment

(a) Articles 32 to 34 shall apply until 31 December 2026.

Or. en
1.6.2022 A9-0160/217

Amendment 217
Cristian-Silviu Bușoi
on behalf of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

Report A9-0160/2022
Mohammed Chahim
Carbon border adjustment mechanism
(COM(2021)0564 – C9-0328/2021 – 2021/0214(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Article 36 – paragraph 3 – point b

Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(b) Article 35 shall apply until 28 February 2026.
(b) Article 35 shall apply until 28 February 2027.

Or. en
Amendment 218
Cristian-Silviu Buşoi
on behalf of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

Report
Mohammed Chahim
Carbon border adjustment mechanism
(COM(2021)0564 – C9-0328/2021 – 2021/0214(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Article 36 – paragraph 3 – point d

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text proposed by the Commission</th>
<th>Amendment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(d) Articles 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 31 shall apply from 1 January 2026.</td>
<td>(d) Articles 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 31 shall apply from 1 January 2027.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Or. en
Amendment 219
Cristian-Silviu Buşoi
on behalf of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

Report
Mohammed Chahim
Carbon border adjustment mechanism
(COM(2021)0564 – C9-0328/2021 – 2021/0214(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Article 36 – paragraph 3 – point d a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(da) Article 31(1a) shall apply from 31 December 2027.

Or. en